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Abstract—We investigate characteristics of modes supported by
a surface plasmon (SP) coplanar waveguide (CPW) and contrast
them against those of SP gap waveguide (GW) mode. We illustrate
that the SP CPW can yield higher mode confinement versus the
SP GW. In addition, we analyze 90 bend structures to investigate
mode conversion losses associated with discontinuities and we further propose a modified SP CPW to alleviate these losses.
Index Terms—Integrated optics, optical waveguides, surface
plasmons (SPs).

I. INTRODUCTION

S

URFACE plasmon (SP) waveguides are of great interest
for compact photonic integrated circuits because they can
provide subwavelength confinement of guided modes. A variety of SP waveguides has been reported, including metallic
nanoparticle arrays [1], [2], V-shaped grooves in metals [3], 2-D
SP gap waveguides (GWs) [4], [5], and more realistic 3-D SP
GWs [6]–[9]. In particular, 3-D SP GWs can yield wideband
subwavelength confinement and moderate propagation length
(the length for
field decay) [7]. Recently, SP quasicoplanar waveguides (QCPWs) were proposed (in which the
central metal strip is vertically misaligned to other two outer
metal sections) to simplify fabrication steps and the effects of
geometrical parameters on mode confinement were investigated
[10].
In this letter, we study an SP coplanar waveguide (CPW)
without vertical misalignment. Here we focus particularly on
characteristics of SP guided modes supported by the SP CPW.
The results indicate that the (fundamental) even mode of the SP
CPW can yield higher mode confinement compared to SP GW
mode, for the same gap width and metal thickness. We further
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investigate mode conversion losses in the SP CPW and propose
a modified SP CPW to alleviate these losses.
II. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The analysis is performed using a finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) algorithm [11] extended to handle
the Drude dispersion model (with loss) for metals, e.g., Ag
in this study. The relative permittivity of Ag is described
, with
,
by
rad/s, and
rad/s
[12], which is consistent with experimental data by Johnson
and Christy [13]. The time-marching FDTD update equations
are obtained by employing the auxiliary differential approach
and introducing an equivalent Drude current term [14].
A. SP CPW
We first illustrate the characteristics of modes supported by
the SP CPW. The power density of the SP CPW with
nm at
nm is shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b),
where contour plots of 10 and 20 dB are also included. The
SP CPW even mode (with respect to electric potential) is very
well confined around the central metal strip, with stronger power
density near the edges of the central metal strip. The SP CPW
odd mode is not as well confined but it is still somewhat confined inside two gaps. We also plot the power density of the SP
nm at
nm in Fig. 1(c). The SP
GW with
GW mode is less confined versus SP CPW even mode but more
confined versus SP CPW odd mode. We illustrate mode confinement quantitatively by calculating the mode effective area
for a 20-dB threshold, as shown in Table I. Note that the
SP CPW is equivalent to two coupled SP GWs, leading to (even
and odd) coupled modes [8], [9].
of SP guided modes for
Fig. 2 shows the effective index
the SP CPW and the SP GW calculated from the propagation
constant [15], where the Ag–SiO SP mode is also included.
The SP CPW even mode has higher
than the SP GW mode,
indicating that the ratio [7] of the modal power in (lossy) Ag
section to that in the dielectric sections is larger for the SP CPW
even mode compared to the SP GW mode. As a result, the SP
CPW even mode yields stronger confinement and shorter .
We observe that a decrease in the gap width leads to an infor both SP CPW even mode and SP GW mode,
crease in
and SP CPW even mode has still higher
than SP GW mode.
at
nm, SP CPW
It is observed that, for similar
nm is less dispersive than SP GW mode
even mode
nm . Therefore, SP CPW even mode is very attractive
for compact optical waveguide applications. SP CPW odd mode
than SP GW mode, indicating less confinement
has lower
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Fig. 1. Power density profile in decibel scale at 
nm for (a) SP CPW even mode, (b) SP CPW odd mode, and (c) SP GW mode. Contour plots indicating
10 and 20 dB are also included. The geometrical parameters are h w d
nm for the SP CPW and h w
nm for the SP GW.
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MODE CHARACTERISTICS AT 
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Fig. 3. Transmittance T and reflectance R of a 90 bend in the SP CPW. The
SP GW result is also indicated in the gray line with no mark. The (top-viewing)
nm is shown in the inset.
snapshot of electric field intensity at 

= 1550

Fig. 2. Effective index n of SP guided modes for the SP CPW and the SP
GW in Fig. 1. Also SP CPW even mode with w
nm and SP GW mode
nm are plotted in lines with squares.
with w

= 25

= 25

of fields and longer . SP CPW odd mode is suitable for longer
optical waveguides. Table I summarizes mode characteristics at
nm, including the effective index
, the propagafor a 20-dB
tion length , and the mode effective area
threshold. For comparison, the results of SP QCPW even mode
(with a vertical offset of 50 nm) are also included, showing that
the misalignment leads to a decrease in mode confinement, as
observed in [10]. We note that when we employ a Drude dispersion model fitted to experimental data by Palik [16], we have
but a decreased value of .
almost a similar value of
Next, we investigate a 90 sharp bend structure. We consider SP CPW even mode excitation, since we are interested in
compact optical waveguide applications. We measure transmittance and reflectance at 200 nm away from the discontinuity. Note that different path lengths corresponding to the two
gaps at the discontinuity lead to a phase mismatch. As a consequence, SP CPW odd mode is excited and thus (even-to-odd)

mode conversion losses ensue (see the inset of Fig. 3). Fig. 3
shows transmittance and reflectance, where the notation “ee” indicates “even-to-even” power ratio and “oe” indicates “even-toand
odd” power ratio (i.e., mode conversion). Therefore,
indicate actual transmittance and mode conversion loss, respecincreases but
detively. As the wavelength increases,
nm,
and
. Howcreases. At
ever, the SP CPW produces lower transmittance versus the SP
GW due to mode conversion losses.
B. Modified SP CPW
We next examine a modification of the (standard) SP CPW
to reduce mode conversion losses. We ground the structure as
shown in Fig. 4(a) so that the electric potentials of two outer
Ag sections in the modified SP CPW coincide with each other.
As a result, the modified SP CPW can greatly reduce odd mode
propagation (a complete suppression is not possible because the
metal does not behave as a perfect electric conductor). Fig. 4(a)
shows the power density of even mode supported by the modnm at
nm. The modiified SP CPW with
dB
fied SP CPW has higher mode confinement
nm versus the standard SP CPW. Fig. 4(b) shows
normalized fields along the modified SP CPW under SP CPW
odd mode excitation. It is verified that the modified SP CPW
can reduce odd mode propagation, especially for small . In
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Fig. 4. SP CPW with ground connection. (a) Power density profile for SP CPW even mode in decibel scale at 
nm for b
nm. (b) Effects of
ground connection on SP CPW odd mode propagation. (c) Effects of ground connection on characteristics of SP CPW even mode (the results for the SP CPW
without ground connection is indicated in horizontal black lines). (d) Same as (a) except for a vertical size reduction in ground connection structure. The depth of
the ground connection can be reduced with minimal degradation in performance.

outer Ag sections and we have illustrated that ground connection reduces mode conversion losses at 90 bends and simultaneously boosts up transmittance.
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